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You can reach us any day, any time.
All e-mails will be answered within 24 hours.

+49 30 80 947 5110			
+49 30 80 947 1212
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Contact for bookings up to 9 persons:

booking@aohostels.com
Contact for bookings of 10 persons or more:

groups@aohostels.com

everyone can travel

Welcome at a&o

Central location:
a&o hostels are in a great place. Central
and well-connected to public transport.
Arrival and your journey into the city centre are
therefore just a matter of minutes.
24/7 Reception:
our team is available to help you 24 hours
a day! To check in, at the bar or for general
enquiries. And for people in a hurry, we have
self check-in kiosks and our fast check-out
service.
Your own bathroom:
whether it be a single-bed room or a dor
mitory, every room has its own bathroom with
shower and WC. 2-in-1 shower gel, hair dryers
and cosmetic pads are also provided.
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GROUPS
✓ 24/7 Reception
✓ All-you-can-eat breakfast buffet
✓ Wide range of leisure activities

om
Bed fr

12 €

ht

per nig

BACKPACKER
✓ 24/7 Bar | Billiard | XXL-Kicker
✓ Guest kitchen | Washing machines & dryer
✓ Tickets for activities and tours

Thoroughly well looked-after:
we offer every guest a chargeable all-youcan-eat breakfast or lunch box for out and
about. The bar also has small snacks. Half
board and full board are also available for
groups on request.
Environmentally friendly overnight stays:
choosing a&o means choosing sustainability.
At 8.8 kg of CO₂ consumption per overnight
stay, our ecological footprint is 3 times smaller than other budget hotels. This means we
ensure your stay is not only worry-free, but
also kind to the environment!

Kids
or
stay f
free

FAMILIES
✓ Kids aged 6 years and younger stay
for free. Youngsters aged 7 to 17 years,
we charge only 10 € per night

om
Bed fr

39 €
ht

per nig

BUSINESS
✓ Co-working space
✓ Meeting rooms
✓ 24/7 Bar

See you soon!

For the 20th birthday of a&o:
new houses, plenty of service and the greenest a&o for our guests
20 years! This year, a&o is celebrating a
landmark anniversary - we started out
as a team of ten in 2000, now we’re a
team of over 1,000 people, between 16
and 76 years of age, from more than 42
nations! Our properties accommodate
as many people every day as live in a
small city. a&o currently operates at 39
locations in eight countries, with new
properties due to open in Copenhagen
and Budapest later this year. Florence
will be getting its first a&o soon too.
We opened our doors in Warsaw at
the beginning of the year – a&o’s first
property in Poland. Almost all of our
properties have been redesigned too as
part of our major design relaunch.
a&o is and will always be a European
hostel chain! Our guests are our
priority, and offering the best value for
money is what we do. Travelling must
be affordable, because it helps us to
cross borders and learn new cultures.
In 2019, over 40 % of our guests were
from other countries. In 2017, this figure
was 25 %.
We started out offering class trips and
this remains one of a&o’s core passions.
Travelling with young people creates
its own set of challenges but provides
important and formative experiences.
We help with the organisation and

implementation of class trips - as
demonstrated by our ever-growing
array of offers for groups and families.
More and more solo travellers, couples,
senior citizens and business travellers
are discovering a&o for themselves too.
To offer the best possible travel
experience, we use technology: we
offer web check-in everywhere, and
half of our properties already have fast
check-in kiosks and express desks.
We are also investing in mobile key
technology, which allows you to check
in and open your hotel room door using
your smartphone. This means less
waiting and more convenience, and
frees our teams up to help guests with
any questions they may have. We are
creating the post of Hospitality Director
to focus more intently on the needs of
our guests.

20 years of a&o is an important
landmark: This year, we will have
over 30,000 beds available for guests
from all over the world. This also
entails significant responsibility for
climate and environmental protection.
Right from the outset, a&o has been
committed to the more sustainable
use of our resources. Whether it be
bio-degradable cleaning products,
water-saving showers and toilets
and the deliberate non-use of small
packaged items such as soap,
our contribution to protecting the
environment very much reflects our
belief
that
#everyonecanchange!
All of the electricity that a&o uses
comes from green energy, and upcycling is more than just a buzzword
for us. Almost all of our properties are
established buildings, and our aim is to
achieve maximum energy efficiency.
a&o is already producing three times
less CO₂ than other budget hotels,
and we want to be as CO₂-neutral as
possible in 2022!
We do all this so that we can continue to
say: EVERYONE CAN TRAVEL!
Yours,
Oliver Winter
CEO of a&o

Introduction |
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Our contribution to environmental protection
#everyonecanchange
3x less CO₂ compared to other budget hotels
BUDGET HOTELS

CO₂

CO₂

CO₂

Our approach to waste management

– Only 8.8 kg CO₂
per overnight stay
This means that a&o is already
66 % below the consumption
of other hotels. Our goal: to be
as CO₂-neutral as possible in 2022.

–66 %

PAPER STRAWS
WASTE SEPARATION
Since 2000, a&o

separates all waste
in the houses.

Saving water in our hostel

– 150,000,000 l
We save water
1 m BATHTUBS

Since 2006, a&o has been using water-saving
shower heads. This allowed 150,000,000 litres
water to be saved. This is equivalent to about
one million filled bathtubs.

LARGE SOAP
DISPENSERS

Since the end of 2019,
a&o relies entirely on
paper straws.

Many small soap packs
cause much waste.
Therefore, a&o has been
using soap dispensers
since 2009.

BRING YOUR
OWN MUG!
Since 2007, a&o has

NO PLASTIC
TOOTHBRUSH CUPS
Since 2017, a&o has

already completely
passed on the use
of plastic toothbrush
cups.

NO PLASTIC
PACKAGING
FOR BREAKFAST
a&o does not use

been filling drinks
into reusable cups of
our guests.
In addition there
is even a small
discount on top.

needless small packaging
(for example for jams
or butter).
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| We need you!

We need you!

Help us to extend our accomplishments
– together for our environment on

aohostels.com/green
#everyonecanchange |
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Welcome at a&o

Always included: Free Wi-Fi and a smile

om
Bed fr
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GROUPS
✓ 24/7 Reception
✓ All-you-can-eat breakfast buffet
✓ Wide range of leisure activities

6

12 €

ht

per nig

BACKPACKER
✓ 24/7 Bar | Billiard | XXL-Tabletop football
✓ Guest kitchen | Laundry | Dryer
✓ Booking of activities | Excursions

om
Bed fr

Kids
or
stay f
free

39 €
ht

per nig

FAMILIES

BUSINESS

✓ Kids aged 6 years and younger stay
for free. Youngsters aged 7 to 17 years,
we charge only 10 € per night

✓ Co-working space
✓ Conference rooms
✓ 24/7 Bar

Housing with pleasant comfort and with the

Backpackers

relaxed

Because we offer rooms in different sizes –

A

best service? Experiences which inspire the

atmosphere and central location in the

double rooms, family rooms, shared rooms –

connection is especially important for our

whole group? An accommodation that also

cities. The overnight stay in a shared room

families are very welcome at a&o. We can also

customers on their Business trip. The modern

appreciate

a&o’s

central

location

with

an

excellent

has room for larger groups? And all this for

is available from 12 €. If you want to meet

comfortably take care of the extended family

designed rooms in our new a&o style and the

the best price, even a free room for every

exciting people from all over the world, a&o

in our family-friendly accomodations. Families

early breakfast hours, starting at 6 am, inspire

21st person? This and much more can be

is the right place for you – thanks to the bar

do not only benefit from the a&o bestprice,

more and more business travellers. And after

found at a&o hostels. In addition to that we

which is open around the clock with delicious

but also from the very generous discounts for

a stressfull day at work our guests are looking

provide groups with ideas and suggestions

drinks and snacks, billiards and XXL-tabletop

children. Additionally the children can play in

forward to visit the bar which is openend for

for their travel destination as well as for their

football. You can also book our popular

our Kids’ Corner.

24 hours, Sky TV in the lobby and for sure

travel program.

all-you-can-eat breakfast buffet on site.

| Welcome at a&o

included Wi-Fi.

Welcome at a&o |
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Good to know
Arrival: A detailed description

Barrier-free access: True

in all hostels (for a charge). Most

Dogs are always welcome at

of how to find us can be looked

to our motto „everyone can

a&o properties also have a „Kids’

a&o and can be accommodated

up online under „How to find us“

travel“, people with physical

Corner“ with toys, a chalk board,

in single and double rooms

on the website of the hostel in

disabilities can stay at many of

colouring pens, children’s books

(chargeable).

question.

our properties. When we are

and sometimes even slides or

modernising our hostels, we take

Wendy houses.

Entertainment: Many of our

Babies: There are at least two

care to ensure that all guests are

baby cots in every a&o, which can

given the opportunity to enjoy

Breakfast: The day starts with a

Check-in is available at any

activities such as a pool table,

be prepared if needed. Children’s

their stay without any restrictions.

sumptuous all-you-can-eat buffet

time. Rooms are guaranteed for

toptable football or the option to

prams and buggies are also

Please ask our Service Centre if

with fresh bread rolls, bread,

our guests from 3 pm onwards.

play football or volleyball outside.

available for a charge.

you would like more information.

eggs, cheese and cold cuts,

With early check-in (chargeable),

Major events are screened via our

spreads, cereals, milk, yoghurt

guests are able to access their

projectors.

properties offer a&o guests

Bar: Guests can purchase soft

Bathrooms: Every room in our

and quark, juices, fresh coffee,

room guaranteed from 11 am

drinks, cocktails, beer, snacks,

hostels has its own bathroom,

various types of tea and fresh

onwards.

coffee and much more at our bar,

including shampoo, shower gel,

fruit.

which is open around the clock.

cosmetic pads and hair dryer.

Food and drinks: In addition to
Conference rooms: Our

our all-you-can-eat breakfast, we

Check-out on Mondays and

conference rooms offer the

offer group lunch and evening

Certificate: According to the

Fridays is not later than 10 am, and

perfect size for your event and

meals on request. Every guest

Bed linen is included in all single,

„Germany’s Best Service Provider

on weekends and public holidays

meetings. Facilities are provided

can also receive a lunch bag. For

double and family rooms. Guests

2019“ study, carried out by the

11 am. With late check-out (can be

according to your wishes (e.g.

many dishes, we also always offer

in multi-bed dormitories will need

Cologne-based analysis and

reserved on site and chargeable),

projector screen, projector, flip

a vegan / vegetarian, allergy-

bed linen and towels if they do not

consultancy firm Servicevalue

people who like a lie-in and all

charts) and we also offer flexible

friendly or religion-respecting

bring their own. Both can be hired

on behalf of the Handelsblatt

other guests can use their rooms

seating arrangements (U-shape,

alternative. Please let us know

for a fee at the reception.

newspaper, a&o came top in the

until 2 pm.

parliament, party, podium, etc.).
On request, we can also take care

„Budget Hotels“ category. The
Barbecue night: Some properties

Bicycles: Guests are welcome

online survey is based on 94,000

Children up to and including the

of the catering (snacks, buffet,

offer a barbecue night for half-

to bring their own bicycles and

customer opinions.

age of 6 years can stay in family

drinks, etc.).

board guests when the weather

store them safely with us. Some

rooms free of charge. Children

is good (available on request, for

properties also offer bicycle hire,

aged 7 and over pay just 10 € per

groups of 10 and up).

for a charge.

night. We provide kid’s buggies

8

| Good to know

Good to know |
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Good to know
in advance of any allergies or

Payment: The following

Sustainability: With CO₂

and age-appropriate towards

special requests. We will do our

payment options are accepted

emissions of 8.8 kg per overnight

younger guests. The handy a&o

best to create a menu that suits.

for reservations: direct transfer,

stay, we are way below the

wrist band in various colours

Snacks and drinks are available

SEPA direct debit, PayPal,

average of other budget hotels.

clarifies who can drink what. Our

from our bar 24 hours a day.

Amazon Payments and common

We also inform guests how they

night porters will ensure that

Many properties also have a

credit cards.

can play their part in making their

everything stays calm and quiet

stay environmentally friendly.

overnight, and modern key cards

well-equipped guest kitchen for
people to make their own meals.

Laundry: Many of our hostels

Rooms: Most of our hostels

Our current undertakings and our

Women-only rooms: If you are

guarantee maximum security in

have washing machines and

offer single, double and family

plans for the future are available

a women wishing to stay only in

every room.

tumble dryers which all guests

rooms. Beds can also be booked

to view at aohostels.com/green.

the company of other women,

are able to use (for a fee). Irons

in dormitories for four to eight

are also available.

people. Each room type always

Tickets are available at our

has its own bathroom.

reception desk: for art, culture

Lunch bag: If ordered in

many a&o hostels offer women-

and public transport.

advance, we will be happy to

Smoking is completely

provide lunch bags for when

prohibited in our properties.

only dormitories.
Youth groups: Larger groups
such as school groups are

Towels are included in all single,

accommodated in girls’ and

double and family rooms. Guests

boys’ dormitories sleeping

Guest kitchen: For amateur

you’re out and about. It includes

chefs, many of our hostels offer

a sandwich, fruit, a sweet treat

Supervisors earn our full

in multi-bed dormitories will need

between four and eight. Support

communal kitchen facilities with

and a drink (chargeable).

respect for what they do. So

bed linen and towels if you do

personnel such as teachers and

teachers, coach drivers and

not bring your own. Both can be

coach drivers sleep in double

hired at reception (for a charge).

rooms. Our trained staff know

all the necessary equipment,
including a refrigerator, stove

Parking spaces: Many of our

people accompanying groups are

and pans.

properties have parking spaces

welcome to enjoy alcohol-free

or an underground garage

drinks free of charge.

Luggage: Guests are able to use

(chargeable). Parking spaces

the luggage room free of charge.

for buses / coaches are also

Many hostels also offer lockers

usually available on request.

to keep luggage secure, for a

Some properties offer a charging

charge.

station for electric cars.
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| Good to know

exactly how to be friendly
Wi-Fi is free in all our properties

– in public areas and in rooms.

Good to know |
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Aachen

a&o Aachen Central Station

Take a stroll, take a walk all the way to Belgium, or just take it easy: Aachen is a paradise for hikers, surrounded

Directly adjacent to the Old Town, in the immediate

by green spaces in the border triangle with the Netherlands and Belgium. Did you know that Aachen Cathedral

vicinity of the main railway station: you will not find a more

has been a UNESCO World Heritage site for over 40 years? It’s definitely worth a look! Right next to it, the

centrally located and affordably priced accommodation

Münsterplatz invites you to linger among the magnolias; preferably while snacking on Aachener Printe, a type of

in Aachen. Visitors will find 118 single, double, family, and

gingerbread, and Reisfladen, a rice pudding pie. In the evening, take a stroll down the lively Pontstrasse, which is

multi-bed rooms, along with a guest laundry and kitchen.

lined with cafés, restaurants, and discos. After a full and fulfilling day, nestle into your cosy bed at the a&o by the

Also ideal for backpackers. There’s a kids’ corner for the

main railway station.

little ones, and we can easily accommodate large groups

Hackländerstraße 5, D-52064 Aachen | Reservation center: +49 241 46 307 3300

as well. The car park has plenty of space for up to 17
cars. If you’d like to get some work done, head to the
co-working space and enjoy our free highspeed Wi-Fi.

12

| Aachen

24/7 Service

e-Car Charging

Free Wi-Fi

a&o Lounge

Tickets

Bar

Lockers

Kids’ Corner

ATM

Conference room

Guest kitchen

Co-working space

Laundry

Parking

Rental bike

Bus parking

Tabletop football

Bike garage

Billiards

Single room

Book swap

Double room

Karaoke

Family room

Volleyball

Dorm

Snacks

Air installation

Mini soccer area

Buggies

booking@aohostels.com | groups@aohostels.com (from 10 pers.)

a&o Aachen Central Station |
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Berlin

a&o Berlin Friedrichshain

Germany’s most multifaceted city has as many faces as it has Kieze (neighbourhoods). Check out multicultural

The mother of all a&o’s, in the Boxhagener Kiez! Lively,

Neukölln, experience German history at the Brandenburg Gate, take a tour of the Reichstag building and enjoy the

urban, and quintessentially Berlin: brick takes the place

spectacular view from its glass dome, enjoy club culture at the RAW area in Friedrichshain, or explore sustainable

of marble in this old factory building with 233 rooms,

culinary trends at Markthalle Neun – Berlin has something for every taste. After a full day of exploring, you’ll

situated only a five-minute walk from the Ostkreuz

appreciate a break; enjoy the sun in the Großer Tiergarten park or go skating at the former airfield at Tempelhofer

S-Bahn station. With a barbecue area a guest kitchen and

Feld. If you’ve had your fill of currywurst, then visit the Turkish market along the Maybachufer or one of the many

bicycles for exploring the city. There’s also a volleyball

Asian restaurants in Charlottenburg.

court and some hammocks to catch your breath after

Boxhagener Straße 73, D-10245 Berlin | Reservation center: +49 30 29 77 81 5400

Berlin has worn you out. Featuring a lounge with bar,
table football, billiards, and karaoke – the best way to
end a brilliant day.

14

| Berlin

24/7 Service

e-Car Charging

Free Wi-Fi

a&o Lounge

Tickets

Bar

Lockers

Kids’ Corner

ATM

Conference room

Guest kitchen

Co-working space

Laundry

Parking

Rental bike

Bus parking

Tabletop football

Bike garage

Billiards

Single room

Book swap

Double room

Karaoke

Family room

Volleyball

Dorm

Snacks

Air installation

Mini soccer area

Buggies

booking@aohostels.com | groups@aohostels.com (from 10 pers.)

a&o Berlin Friedrichshain |
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a&o Berlin Central Station

a&o Berlin Kolumbus

Lehrter Straße 12, D-10557 Berlin | Reservation center: +49 30 322 920 4200

Genslerstraße 18, D-13055 Berlin | Reservation center: +49 30 209 661 6100

Arrive, check in, and explore Berlin! The property

The a&o for sports lovers: close to the Sportforum

features 332 single, double, and family rooms, as well

Hohenschönhausen

as multi-bed dorms, and is so conveniently located

training facility, as well as many other sports venues

that you can practically jump from the train right into

in north-eastern Berlin, with excellent transport links.

your comfy bed. The roof terrace offers lounge music,

Choose from among 240 single, double, and family

a snack bar, and a fantastic panoramic view of Berlin.

rooms, as well as multi-bed dorms. Bring the whole team

In the lobby below, you can relax and enjoy a game of

– there’s even a place to park your bus. Discuss tactics

tabletop football or billiards. The property also offers

in the meeting room, unwind over a game of tabletop

parking spaces, a guest kitchen, a meeting room, and a

football or billiards, enjoy some karaoke, and fill up at

children’s corner so the kids will be happy too.

the well-balanced all-you-can-eat breakfast buffet.

16

sports

complex

and

Olympic

24/7 Service

e-Car Charging

24/7 Service

e-Car Charging

Free Wi-Fi

a&o Lounge

Free Wi-Fi

a&o Lounge

Tickets

Bar

Tickets

Bar

Lockers

Kids’ Corner

Lockers

Kids’ Corner

ATM

Conference room

ATM

Conference room

Guest kitchen

Co-working space

Guest kitchen

Co-working space

Laundry

Parking

Laundry

Parking

Rental bike

Bus parking

Rental bike

Bus parking

Tabletop football

Bike garage

Tabletop football

Bike garage

Billiards

Single room

Billiards

Single room

Book swap

Double room

Book swap

Double room

Karaoke

Family room

Karaoke

Family room

Volleyball

Dorm

Volleyball

Dorm

Snacks

Air installation

Snacks

Air installation

Mini soccer area

Buggies

Mini soccer area

Buggies

| a&o Berlin Central Station

booking@aohostels.com | groups@aohostels.com (from 10 pers.)

booking@aohostels.com | groups@aohostels.com (from 10 pers.)

a&o Berlin Kolumbus |
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a&o Berlin Mitte
Köpenicker Straße 127–129, D-10179 Berlin | Reservation center: +49 30 80 947 5200

This a&o location is situated right in the heart of the action:
stroll across Alexanderplatz, visit trendy Kreuzberg,
or check out the East Side Gallery – everything is just
a stone’s throw away from your comfy bed. 479 single,
double, and family rooms, as well as multi-bed dorms
await your arrival. In our co-working space, you can work
comfortably using our highspeed Wi-Fi, play table tennis
in the sunny beer garden, or hire a bike to conquer Berlin
at your own pace. Prefer to drive? Simply park in our
underground car park after your jaunt along the Spree.

e-Car Charging

18

24/7 Service

a&o Lounge

Free Wi-Fi

Bar

Tickets

Kids’ Corner

Lockers

Conference room

ATM

Co-working space

Guest kitchen

Parking

Laundry

Bus parking

Rental bike

Bike garage

Tabletop football

Single room

Billiards

Double room

Book swap

Family room

Karaoke

Dorm

Volleyball

Air installation

Snacks

Buggies

Mini soccer area

Gym

| a&o Berlin Mitte

booking@aohostels.com | groups@aohostels.com (from 10 pers.)

Bremen

a&o Bremen Central Station
Friedrich-Rauers-Straße 20a, D-28195 Bremen | Reservation center: +49 421 989 672 00 6800

Bremen’s oldest quarter, the Schnoorviertel, lies in the city’s Old Town, its small alleyways filled with unique little

The walk from the main railway station to your room,

shops, handicrafts, cafés, and restaurants. At its heart stands St Peter’s Cathedral, a church that has been rebuilt

and then from your room to the Old Town and the Weser

and expanded so often that the structure now boasts an extraordinary mix of different styles and eras. After a walk

river takes just a few minutes, if you stay at our centrally

along the ramparts, make sure to pay the Kunsthalle Bremen a visit. Take a quick picture with the famous Bremen

located a&o. More than 100 single, double, and family

Town Musicians at the market, enjoy a whiff of fresh harbour air by the Weser, and head off to bed at a&o, right by

rooms, as well as multi-bed dorms spread out over six

the main railway station.

floors. There’s a kids’ corner for the youngest guests,
a place to park your car, and a well-stocked bar to quench
your thirst. If you have work to do, use our co-working
space or just stay in your own room – the highspeed
Wi-Fi network is free and available throughout the a&o.

20

| Bremen

24/7 Service

e-Car Charging

Free Wi-Fi

a&o Lounge

Tickets

Bar

Lockers

Kids’ Corner

ATM

Conference room

Guest kitchen

Co-working space

Laundry

Parking

Rental bike

Bus parking

Tabletop football

Bike garage

Billiards

Single room

Book swap

Double room

Karaoke

Family room

Volleyball

Dorm

Snacks

Air installation

Mini soccer area

Buggies

booking@aohostels.com | groups@aohostels.com (from 10 pers.)

a&o Bremen Central Station |
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Cologne

a&o Cologne Dom
Komödienstraße 19–21, D-50667 Cologne | Reservation center: +49 221 257 2257 4500

The merriest time of year in Cologne is by far the carnival season. Here, in the bastion of German carnival, celebrate

The location of this a&o is as cosy as the bed you’ll be

the so-called „fifth season“ in style together with all the other jesters and merrymakers – just don’t forget to shout

sleeping in: the main railway station is just two minutes

the classic greeting „Kölle Alaaf“. For connoisseurs of more refined tastes, the Chocolate Museum is a real must-

away on foot, and Cologne Cathedral is literally steps

see, as is Museum Ludwig with its excellent modern art exhibitions. Don’t forget to visit the impressive Cologne

away. If you find yourself unable to move after a long

Cathedral, a UNESCO World Heritage Site nearly 158 metres high. The Cathedral, Museum Ludwig, and your

night of carnival partying, then well, you’ve come to

comfortable bed at one of our a&o’s can all be found right by the city’s central railway station.

the right place. There are 41 single, double, and family
rooms, and like at every a&o, a bathroom with shower/
WC. You enjoy free Wi-Fi throughout the building, and
the staff at the reception are always ready to help with
a smile.
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a&o Cologne Central Station

a&o Cologne Neumarkt

Ursulaplatz 10–12, D-50668 Cologne | Reservation center: +49 221 4993 7050

Mauritiuswall 64/66, D-50676 Cologne | Reservation center: +49 221 46 706 4700

At a&o Cologne Central Station, jump right into bed as

The a&o Neumarkt is located in the beautiful and trendy

soon as your train arrives. Choose from among 39 single,

Altstadt-Süd (Old Town South), with excellent subway links.

double, family, and multi-bed dorm rooms – all equipped

Nestled between pubs, restaurants, and vibrant multicultural

with bathroom, shower, and WC. Enjoy a rich all-you-can-

life in one of the most colourful quarters of Cologne, 173

eat breakfast buffet in carefree Cologne style. After taking

single, double, family, and multi-bed dorms rooms await

plenty of selfies in front of Cologne Cathedral, send them

your arrival. We also offer a cosy lounge with a well-stocked

home using our free highspeed Wi-Fi. By the way, they

snack bar and tasty drinks. And if you spill any of it, we also

decided to build the Cathedral in a convenient location a

have a laundry for you. While you wait, kill some time at the

mere 500 metres away. We like to think that they did that

billiards table, or browse the web using the free Wi-Fi.

just for you.
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Dortmund

a&o Dortmund Central Station
Königswall 2, D-44137 Dortmund | Reservation center: +49 231 22 6886 4300

Whether you’re a football fan or not, a trip to the German Football Museum is always worth a visit for the huge LED

Enjoy what’s probably the most attractive lobby in

facade alone – the perfect backdrop for the most stunning selfies of you and your friends. Learn everything there

Dortmund without paying a penny more. This a&o

is to know about the history of football in Germany. The trendy Brückstraße – the former red-light district – can

location right by the main railway station welcomes

be seen from the a&o lobby. There’s never a dull moment here, thanks to the city’s many cafés, restaurants, and

guests to the heart of town with its chequered floor

one-of-a-kind shops. Enjoy digital art at Dortmunder U, the center for art and creativity. Westenhellweg, one of

pattern. Here, you can play tabletop football or billiards,

the most popular shopping streets in the whole of Germany, runs through the city center – and just 500 metres

swap books, or order a tasty drink at the snack bar. Your

from your a&o location on Königswall.

little ones will love the kids’ corner, and your co-workers
will appreciate our meeting rooms. And maybe you’ll
soon enjoy a stay in one of this location’s 105 single,
double, or family rooms or dorms; there’s a comfy bed
made up just for you.
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Dresden

a&o Dresden Central Station

Oh Dresden, you’re simply irresistible! Standing on the Theaterplatz, you won’t know where to look first. The

Just a short walk from the main railway station, with

beautiful opera house, the Old Masters Gallery, and the numerous buildings that make up the huge Zwinger

excellent transport links to all the beautiful attractions

complex with its stately gardens vie for your attention. A few steps further is the Albertinum Museum filled with

Dresden and its surroundings have to offer. With 159

paintings and sculptures, as well as the reconstructed Dresden Frauenkirche. Dresden is also home to one of the

single, double, and family rooms, as well as multi-bed

most interesting museums in Germany, the German Hygiene Museum. Phew – with so much culture, you’ll surely

dorms there is something for every budget and taste.

need a break. Fortunately, the a&o is only a stone’s throw away from the Großer Garten, the city’s largest park.

Younger guests will be delighted with the kids’ corner,

Strehlener Straße 10, D-01069 Dresden | Reservation center: +49 351 46 9271 5900

and there are also parking spots and a meeting room.
You can enjoy a game of tabletop football, play some
billiards, or treat yourself to a drink at the snack bar on
the roof terrace – we’ll throw in the magnificent view of
Dresden for free.
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Dusseldorf

a&o Dusseldorf Central Station
Corneliusstraße 9, D-40215 Dusseldorf | Reservation center: +49 211 33 99 4 4800

Welcome North Rhine-Westphalia’s shopping paradise! Königsallee – or the Kö for short – runs for about 1 km

This a&o will put you in a great mood – and not just

through the city center and is lined with luxury shops in every direction. You should definitely try Dusseldorf’s

because of the price. Start your day with an extensive

newest subway line: The Wehrhahn Line, which leads to the city center, features 6 stations created by artists

all-you-can-eat breakfast buffet. Light pours into the

and designers. Also worth a visit is the Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen, which exhibits modern art at

lobby where you can enjoy entertainment like tabletop

three venues: K20, K21, and the Schmela-Haus. The same goes for “Little Tokyo” around Immermannstraße.

football and billiards. The facility features 174 single,

Luxury, art, and sushi – treat yourself to Dusseldorf!

double, and family rooms, as well as multi-bed dorms –
situated conveniently close to the main railway station
and the lively Königsallee. The Rhine promenade is just
a few minutes away. And if you can’t find a new outfit on
the Kö, you can even wash your clothes with us.
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Frankfurt

a&o Frankfurt Galluswarte
Mainzer Landstraße 226, D-60327 Frankfurt | Reservation center: +49 69 269 150 3400

Spectacular sights await you on the visitor’s terrace at Main Tower; take one of Germany’s fastest lifts up to

The city of finance can also be enjoyed on a small budget.

the top and enjoy the perfect view of the city from 200 metres up. The shopping street par excellence here in

This a&o is located between the central railway station

Germany’s financial center is without a doubt the Zeil, including the MyZeil shopping mall. And if all that shopping

and the Messe Frankfurt exhibition grounds, making it

makes you hungry, visit the Kleinmarkthalle and find something delicious to eat; this beautiful covered market

popular amongst business travellers. You and all your

boasts specialities from all over the world. If you prefer a stroll through the history of art, there’s always the Städel

co-workers will find ample space with 310 single,

Museum, where you can say “Guten Tag” to Rembrandt, Ruben, and Richter. Then say good night at the a&o,

double, family, and multi-bed dorm rooms. There are

which is conveniently located nearby.

also meeting rooms if you need to get some work done.
Travellers who come to Frankfurt to unwind can enjoy
our spacious lounge and savour a drink at the snack bar.
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a&o Frankfurt Ostend
Hanauer Landstraße 207, D-60314 Frankfurt | Reservation center: +49 69 2475 18870 3500

The a&o Frankfurt Ostend opened its doors in October
2018. Hanauer Landstraße is renowned for its creative,
hippie ambience, which attracts many designers and
innovative companies. The new design a&o features
226 single, double, family, and multi-bed dorm rooms,
a 24/7 snack bar with tabletop football and billiards,
parking spaces, a kids’ corner, and meeting rooms.
Enjoy excellent public transport links with a stop right in
outside the door and the Frankfurt Ost train station right
nearby.
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* Kids aged 6 years and younger stay for free.			
Youngsters aged 7 to 17 years, we charge only 10 € per night.
18+ years, adult charges apply.
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Hamburg

a&o Hamburg City

Start your day in proper Hanseatic fashion with a herring roll at the St. Pauli Piers. As you stroll along the harbour,

Have you ever stayed with thousands of people? No?

you can see the lovely Elbphilharmonie concert hall in HafenCity looming in the distance. Marvel at the Rote Flora

Try it at a&o Hamburg City! Be warned, it can get pretty

squatting complex in the trendy Schanzenviertel, shop at one-of-a-kind boutique shops in the Karoviertel, and

vibrant here. There is always something going on when

soak up some sun in the Planten un Blomen park – don’t forget to bring your picnic blanket and cinnamon bun. In

school classes, families, clubbers and groups from all

the evening, the Reeperbahn in the St. Pauli district flashes its glitzy colours, and tourists and party people can

over the world meet. With more than 550 single, double,

follow local performer Olivia Jones into the nearby street of Große Freiheit. After all that hustle and bustle, you’ll

family and multi-bed dorm rooms, it feels like a holiday

surely be looking forward to a good night’s rest in a comfortable bed – and we have plenty on offer at a total of

camp, a huge palace, or a village community - it’s all

four a&o locations in Hamburg.

up to you. What is not a fantasy: the large lobby with

Spaldingstraße 160, D-20097 Hamburg | Reservation center: +49 40 18 12 98 4000

snack bar, billiards, and tabletop football – as well as the
magnificent roof terrace with the most gorgeous view of
Hamburg.
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a&o Hamburg Hammer Kirche

a&o Hamburg Central Station

Hammer Landstraße 170, D-20537 Hamburg | Reservation center: +49 40 57 01 06 93 5500

Amsinckstraße 2–10, D-20097 Hamburg | Reservation center: +49 40 64 42 104 5600

A hotel as humbly sized as it is priced: the smallest

In days gone by, goods from all over the world were

a&o in Hamburg, with 68 rooms, is centrally located

stored here; today, people from all over the world rest

in a quiet area at only five minutes’ walking distance

their heads here in 278 single, double, family, and multi-

from the Hammer Kirche subway station. You will find

bed dorm rooms. The beautiful red brick building is

recreational options in the attractive Hammer Park with

hard to miss, and situated very close to the main railway

its lawns for sunbathing, miniature golf course, and

station. All the important lines run from here, bringing

landscaped garden. Children can enjoy themselves on

you to every corner of Hamburg. If riding the train isn’t

the playground or in the paddling pool. If the Hamburg

exciting enough for you, just hire a bike from us. Our

weather turns ugly, younger guests can use the Kids’

charming staff at reception will be happy to show you all

Corner. And for bookworms, we have a selection of

of the loveliest cycling paths.

books and a snack bar.
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a&o Hamburg Reeperbahn
Reeperbahn 154, D-20359 Hamburg | Reservation center: +49 40 317 69 99 4600

So excitingly cheap you sleep only in the a&o on
the

notorious

Reeperbahn.

Große

Freiheit,

the

Landungsbrücken and the fish market are just a stone’s
throw away from your room. Here you sleep in the middle
of the neighborhood in one of the 309 single, double,
family, or multi-bed dorm rooms. You should leave the
car better, preferably in our own parking lot. A little tip:
the next snack bar with the nicest bartenders is the one
in the a&o lobby, table football and Billiards included.
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Leipzig

a&o Leipzig Central Station

If Berlin’s a bit too much for your taste, just head to Leipzig. It has become something of an open secret; the artistic,

This a&o, located right next to the main railway station,

creative, and alternative scene is growing bigger every day – there’s probably no more exciting time to experience

is steeped in history: during the Imperial period, it

Leipzig than now. If you’re not so keen on the hype, but you’d rather immerse yourself in history, then a visit to the

was the Imperial Post building; today, people from all

Bach Museum should be at the top of your list: in the oldest building on the Thomaskirchhof in the western part

over the world explore the city from here. We strive

of the Old Town, you can learn all about the father of Baroque music. Prefer something a bit more exciting for the

to protect your sleep, just as government protects

little ones? Just head to the Leipzig Zoo, a 10-minute walk from the a&o by the main railway station.

this building and its renovated historical facade,

Brandenburger Straße 2, D-04103 Leipzig | Reservation center: +49 341 25 07 9 4900

which is a listed monument. There are 163 modern

a&o
ry:
art galle
0 sqm
art on 50
5–
– page 6
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single, double, family, and multi-bed dorm rooms,
as well as space for 10 cars and a kids’ corner for our
little guests. Don’t be fooled by the stately lobby
– sleeping here is remarkably affordable!
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Munich

a&o Munich Hackerbrücke
Arnulfstraße 102, D-80636 Munich | Reservation center: +49 89 45 23 59 5800

The capital of Bavaria is well worth a visit even outside of Oktoberfest; though “d’Wiesn” is certainly unique,

214 double, family, and multi-bed dorm rooms – some

attracting people from all over to celebrate the world’s greatest Volksfest. But Munich is a fantastic destination

even have their own balcony and a bathtub. Yes, you

when the days get a bit warmer too. Ride your bike through the English Garden, stop for a breather in a beer

read that correctly: a bathtub! Add to this there is a

garden and savour a Weißwurst with sweet mustard, take a nap on the banks of the Isar or even hop in to cool off.

guest kitchen and a laundry, a billiards table, a car and

And on rainy days, the Museum Brandhorst and the Pinakothek der Moderne are great places to go and enjoy art.

van parking, and a kids’ corner for the little ones. And

And if you’re looking to bring home some local souvenirs from your Munich trip, head to the Viktualienmarkt in the

while that all sounds so nice, we’ve saved the best for

old town, not far from „Alter Peter“, the oldest parish church in the city.

last: the roof terrace on the 5th floor with a breathtaking
panoramic view of the Alps and the city of Munich –
because we really know how to make luxury affordable.
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a&o Munich Central Station

a&o Munich Laim

Bayerstraße 75, D-80335 Munich | Reservation center: +49 89 45 23 57 5700

Landsberger Straße 338, D-80687 Munich | Reservation center: +49 89 244 11 08 3200

You’ll be hard pressed to find another room in Munich at

The youngest member of the a&o family in Munich is

these prices: the walk from the a&o by the main railway

the ideal accommodation for lovers of fresh air. The

station to Oktoberfest on the Theresienwiese only

Nymphenburg Palace park and the Royal Deer Garden

takes five minutes – the Old Town is located virtually

are more or less right on your doorstep. Don’t worry,

at your doorstep. And even at this central location,

you’re not stuck in the middle of nowhere: the central

you’re ensured a quiet night’s sleep. The tranquil facility

railway station is just four stops away. There are 214

features 73 single, double, family, and multi-bed dorm

single, double, family, and multi-bed dorm rooms as well

rooms; many rooms are situated in a quiet location facing

as 25 parking spaces, a washing machine and kitchen

the backyard. To make it particularly difficult for you to

for guests, and a children’s corner. If you’re still missing

check out, we’ve also equipped almost all our rooms

something, the friendly reception staff is there to help

with a balcony.

you.
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Nuremberg

a&o Nuremberg Central Station

There’s no better city to get in the mood for the most festive time of the year than Nuremberg. Held amongst

Our a&o is situated just a few minutes’ walk from

the medieval architecture is the famous Christkindlesmarkt, where visitors are greeted by the aroma of mulled

Nuremberg’s

wine and gingerbread. But even outside the Christmas season, Nuremberg is absolutely worth a visit. Marvel at

among

modern art and design classics at the Neues Museum, and go to Albrecht Dürer’s House, a beautiful half-timbered

dorm rooms. Light pours into the lobby, where you’ll

structure where you will learn about the life and ways of the painter in the house where he lived and worked for

find a well-stocked bar, tabletop football, billiards

some 20 years. A true gem of the city is Zum guldenen Stern, the oldest bratwurst restaurant in the world, where

tables, and plenty of places to sit and watch Sky TV.

you can dine until the wee hours. Afterwards, get a midnight snack at our bar, which is open all night for our

There’s also a guest kitchen and a laundry, space for four

guests.

cars, three meeting rooms, a play corner for children, and

Bahnhofstraße 13–15, D-90402 Nuremberg | Reservation center: +49 911 309 168 4400

116

main

railway

station.

single,

double,

family,

Choose
and

from

multi-bed

by far the most laid-back reception desk in Nuremberg.
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Stuttgart

a&o Stuttgart City

In the hometown of Daimler and Porsche, the Mercedes-Benz Museum is an absolute must-see. Stuttgart’s most-

What used to be the largest dairy in Germany is

visited museum brings together all the classics in one impressive building, next to which you can also enjoy fantastic

now the nicest place to stay in Stuttgart. Enjoy great

open-air concerts in summer. Stuttgart is also home to one of the most-visited museums in all of Germany, the

transport links as you sleep in one of 237 double, family,

Neue Staatsgalerie. The structure, designed by James Stirling, is considered an icon of postmodern architecture.

or multi-bed dorm rooms. There’s a children’s corner,

Celebrate the Swabia region’s loveliest festivals in spring and autumn at the Cannstatter Wasen on the banks of

a snack bar, tabletop football, and a billiards table, as

the Neckar, just 15 minutes by train from your comfortable bed at a&o.

well as a guest kitchen and three meeting rooms. This

Rosensteinstraße 14/16, D-70191 Stuttgart | Reservation center: +49 711 2527 7400

a&o location is surrounded by quaint beer gardens and
relaxing mineral baths. You can quickly reach the historical
center by train, and the Milaneo shopping center is just a
four-minute walk away.
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Weimar

a&o Weimar

There’s no end to the culture and history on display in this city. In stately Weimar, follow in the footsteps of

This attractively priced a&o has its own volleyball court,

true geniuses and visit places like the Goethe National Museum, the Schiller Residence, or the Cranach House

an orchard, and a playground. If it’s grey and rainy

– everything is conveniently located at short distances from one other, all in the Old Town. Make sure to also

outside, just let off some steam inside by the tabletop

pay the Dolomiti ice cream café on the market square a visit, where you can choose from among 36 different

football or billiards table. If you just want to rest, head to

varieties. In the southern part of Weimar, marvel at the baroque Schloss Belvedere with its 43-hectare park, the

one of the 135 single, double, family, or multi-bed dorm

Orangerie and Lust Garten; take a bike or a stroll and explore it all at your own pace when the weather’s nice.

rooms. Weimar’s certainly not the largest city in Germany,

Weimar offers fans of modern architecture and arts a particular treat: the numerous Bauhaus sites that are spread

so you can leave your car or bus in our parking lot and

out all over the town.

hire a bike from us – or take the bus, which stops

Buttelstedter Straße 27c, D-99427 Weimar | Reservation center: +49 3643 49 300 3100

right outside our door.
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Graz

a&o Graz Central Station

The capital of the Austrian state of Styria has been a designated UNESCO City of Design since 2011.

This a&o in beautiful Graz is located right by the main

Its lively creative scene makes it clear that this title is well deserved: many hip, youthful labels and designers

railway station. It’s the perfect base from which to explore

have set up shop here. The oldest and largest market in Graz is the Kaiser-Josef-Markt, where you can taste fresh

the city’s gorgeous surroundings by train. From here, you

local delicacies from Monday to Saturday. In the handsome Stadtpark, the impressive Kunsthaus Graz exhibits

can walk to all the sights; the tramway stops right outside

contemporary art, not far from Graz Cathedral. The city’s most famous son is perhaps Arnold Schwarzenegger;

your door. There are 120 cosy single, double, family, and

you can visit the museum dedicated to him in the village of Thal, 4 km away. You can reach it easily by train, and

multi-bed dorm rooms. It also features tabletop football,

we’re practically right next door to the central station!

billiards, a bar and book swap, a children’s corner, and

Eggenberger Straße 7, AT-8020 Graz | Reservation center: +43 316 570 162 3700

a meeting room. And when we say centrally located –
well, we mean it: Eggenberg Palace is just 15 minutes
away.
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Salzburg

a&o Salzburg Central Station

The city’s most famous landmark is Hohensalzburg Fortress, one of the largest castle complexes in Europe. From up

A striking combination of old and new, all in one

there, enjoy the marvellous views over the whole of Salzburg and all the way to the Alps. Stroll down to Hellbrunn

building: in this design a&o, situated only 500 metres

Palace to the south of the city and feel like you’ve walked right into a fairy tale. The palace is connected to a huge

from the central station, sleep cosily in a former bread

park – with its own zoo. You can purchase a combi ticket and visit the palace, park, and zoo in one day. Hangar-7

factory, a listed building that has been converted into a

by the airport is truly stunning; this exciting aircraft museum woos visitors with its futuristic glass architecture and

modern, stylish accommodation with 116 single, double,

historic planes. The most popular museum in Salzburg is the Haus der Natur, a natural history museum located

and family rooms, as well as multi-bed dorms. There’s

in a listed building. The trip by bus from your a&o near the central station railway station takes only 15 minutes.

a kids’ corner for our younger guests, and the grown-

Fanny-von-Lehnert-Straße 4, AT-5020 Salzburg | Reservation center: +43 662 234 2000

ups can help themselves to the well-stocked snack bar.
The lobby awaits visitors around the clock with tabletop
football, Billiards, and our incredibly friendly staff.
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Salzburg Wolfgang’s managed by a&o
Fanny-von-Lehnert-Straße 6-8, AT-5020 Salzburg | Reservation center: +43 662 23 45 2800

What would Mozart say if he knew that the in 2019
opened „Wolfgang’s managed by a&o“ was named
after him? If we could visit him today, we would do it by
foot. Because to his home you walk comfortably past
Mirabell Castle, the university and the Landestheater –
so beautiful! And it’s only 400 m from the central station
to one of the 504 most comfortable beds in town!
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Vienna

a&o Vienna Central Station

If Mozart were still alive today, he’d have certainly enjoyed today’s Vienna as much as his own. The Austrian capital

Looking for a central location, attractive prices, and

boasts an incredible collection of architectural treasures: the Belvedere, St Stephen’s Cathedral, the Vienna State

incredibly beautiful facilities in Vienna? Our a&o in

Opera, and the Albertina art museum. Vienna is a paradise for culture lovers, but also for gourmets: Vienna’s

Vienna awaits guests with 301 single, double, and

Naschmarkt is the city’s largest market, with national and international specialities from as far away as Japan and

family rooms as well as multi-bed dorms. In addition to

China. You can experience the renowned Viennese coffee culture in one of the numerous traditional cafés spread

the fantastic lounge where you can relax, read, or play

all over the Old Town. And the Kalke Village shopping center is the site of one very special attraction: a toilet

tabletop football or billiards, there’s also a Kids’ Corner,

designed by Hundertwasser.

a meeting room, a kitchen and a laundry for the guests,

Sonnwendgasse 11, AT-1100 Vienna | Reservation center: +43 1 602 0617 3800

and parking spots for cars and buses. The Belvedere is
right outside, and the main railway station is practically
your next-door neighbour. Yes, we can hardly believe it
ourselves.
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a&o Vienna Stadthalle
Lerchenfelder Gürtel 9-11, AT-1160 Vienna | Reservation center: +43 1 49 30 480 3900

Brandenburger Straße 2 | D-04103 Leipzig
Open Thursday, Friday & Saturday 4 – 7 pm

If you think the outside’s impressive, just wait till you step

and by arrangement via info@aokunsthalle.com

through the front door. This modern a&o is equipped with
everything you need for your city trip: 134 single, double,
and family rooms as well as multi-bed dorms, tabletop
football and a billiards table, a reading corner and a
Kids’ Corner, a meeting room, and a well-stocked bar
with snacks. The city center and the Mariahilferstraße
shopping street are in the immediate vicinity. And we’ve
saved the best for last: a lovely courtyard garden with
benches and sunshades.
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In recent years, under the working title „art&o”, a&o has begun encouraging up-and-coming artists through various

Laundry

Parking

projects, especially through the operation of the a&o art gallery in Leipzig. The a&o art gallery presents a changing

Rental bike

Bus parking

collection of contemporary works by talented artists from all over the world. The beautiful, 19th century building,

Tabletop football

Bike garage

offers 500 sqm of permanent space for exhibitions and events. Whether it be pictures, installations, texts, music or

Billiard

Single room

performances, artists from all genres are able to showcase their creations here to a broad and international public.

Book swap

Double room

Pop in and let yourself be inspired by a dynamic mix of techniques, styles, colours and shapes that tell contemporary
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stories – of dreams, passions, ideas and values.
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Prague

a&o Prague Metro Střížkov

The capital of the Czech Republic is also called the „Golden City“; visit Prague in when the sun’s out, and you’ll

As the name suggests, this a&o is super connected in

find out why: when the sun hits the many sandstone towers scattered throughout the city, Prague shimmers

Prague. In just 15 minutes you are in all the beautiful and

in the most beautiful shades of gold. The national dish is roast pork with dumplings and cabbage, served with

worth seeing corners of the city – and there are many!

crêpe-like palačinky for dessert – simply scrumptious! Franz Kafka was born in Prague, and his photos and

Our employees are happy to provide you with tips and

letters are on display in the Kafka Museum on the banks of the Vltava. The oldest square in town, the Old Town

city maps. There are 359 single, double, family and multi-

Square, hosts various markets and events all throughout the year. Stroll over Charles Bridge to be rewarded

bed dorm rooms spread over 13 floors. Come with your

with a splendid panoramic view of Prague. From here, you can also see Prague Castle and St. Vitus Cathedral

relatives or your club, we’ll get them all down. To ensure

looming in the distance.

that you can enjoy Prague without a care, we offer an

Děčínská 1, CZ-18000 Prague | Reservation center: +420 222 767 607

ATM in the lobby, a bar that’s open around the clock with
a selection of snacks and drinks, and a Kids’ Corner.
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a&o Prague Rhea
V Úžlabině 3068/19, CZ-10800 Prague | Reservation center: +420 222 767 609

This design a&o very recently underwent a thorough
renovation; now, everything is even better, even more
beautiful, even more modern – but the price is as
affordable as ever. Come visit us by yourself, with a
group, or with your whole neighbourhood – with 350
single, double, and family rooms as well as multi-bed
dorms, there’s room for everyone. You can even park
your bus in our own private car park. There’s a children’s
corner for your little ones, a Co-working space for your
colleagues, a guest kitchen and much more.
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Copenhagen

a&o Copenhagen Nørrebro

A carousel, roller coaster, and fairy-tale garden all in the city center: the Tivoli amusement and recreation park is

When visiting a stylish town like Copenhagen, you

beautifully lit at night. The Danish capital is the perfect place to explore by bike, with its great network of cycling

should sleep in style as well. Situated in the heart of the

paths. Pack your swimming trunks, because the harbour is so clean, you can just jump right in. Wolf down a

trendy Nørrebro student district is where you’ll find this

smørrebrød on the way, and you’re off to go shopping to your heart’s content in the Strøget pedestrian zone and

design a&o with 168 single, double and family rooms, as

the huge Illum department store. Feel like blowing off some steam? In the Mimersparken, located right next to

well as multi-bed dorms. The location is surrounded with

the a&o in the trendy Nørrebro district, you’ll find a vast complex with futuristic playgrounds, a basketball court,

countless cafés, restaurants, and galleries. Copenhagen

football fields, and a graffiti wall several metres long.

is an amazing place to explore by bike – and we’ve

Tagensvej 135-137, DK-2200 Copenhagen | Reservation center: +45 32 72 5320

already got bikes waiting for you. You can leave your car
in our car park.
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a&o Copenhagen Sydhavn
Scandlagade 12/Sydhavens Plads 4, DK-2450 Copenhagen SV | Reservation center: +45 32 70 1212

An authentic harbour flair, water, green spaces, and
great architecture – right in the middle: our second
a&o in Copenhagen. This site is a stone’s throw from
the Sydhavn train station, and the city center is just
five minutes away by train. The newly designed a&o
lobby awaits with modern rooms and comfortable
beds. Our highlight is the gorgeous inner courtyard!
We also have 24/7 service, snacks, and drinks around
the clock, as well as free Wi-Fi. Off to Copenhagen!
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Budapest

a&o Budapest City

Magnificent art nouveau and antique ruins between hills, green spaces, and bodies of water – this picturesque

A new city, a new design. The first a&o in Budapest is just

city by the Danube is as beautiful as it is multi-faceted. Whether it is culture, nightlife, or shopping you are after,

a ten-minute walk from the central station. Located in

Budapest has a lot to offer. Perhaps you will want to start your day in this Hungarian metropolis with a walk

the hip Erzsébetváros district, this hostel is surrounded

through the Jewish Quarter, before relaxing on Margaret Island. You can also head to one of the numerous thermal

by original cafés and bars in winding alleys and hidden

baths, such as the Széchenyi Spa Baths, where the underground water springs will pamper you. And if you get

courtyards. The 83 modern single, double, family, and

hungry, you can look for a lovely restaurant with Hungarian, Austrian, or international cuisine. Afterwards, you

multi-bed rooms all have their own bathrooms with the

can visit the original bars in the Erzsébetváros district, just minutes from your a&o bed.

most essential hygiene products. The gorgeous designer

Csengery utca 11, HU-1074 Budapest | Reservation center: +36 18 14 61 89

lobby offers service, snacks, and drinks round the clock
– and Wi-Fi is free!
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Venice

a&o Venice Mestre

The city of gondolas is simply a wonderful destination, and not just during the exciting Biennale di Venezia.

Finally, you can find a affordable, and most importantly,

The most famous square in Venice is St Mark’s Square with the Doge’s Palace and St Mark’s Basilica.

attractive accommodation in Venice: in 309 single,

Of all the bridges the city boasts, the most famous one is certainly the Ponte di Rialto spanning the Grand Canal

double, and family rooms as well as multi-bed dorms.

that meanders through the romantic lagoon city. A great alternative to typical restaurants are the city’s numerous

And not just anywhere, but in a central location

bàcari, where you can savour some cicchetti – Venetian tapas. In the evening, the Campo Santa Margherita

that’s superbly connected to the transport links in the

transforms from a bustling market where the locals buy fresh fish and fruit to a vibrant meeting place where

immediate vicinity of the Venezia-Mestre train station.

students and other young people meet.

The design lobby features its own a&o café, and you can

Via Ca’ Marcello 19, IT-30172 Venice | Reservation center: +39 041 884 0990

enjoy your breakfast in style in the light-flooded atrium.
With an air installation, an underground car park, bicycle
hire, guest kitchen and much more.
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a&o Venedig Mestre 2
Via Ca’ Marcello 15, IT-30172 Venice | Reservation center: +39 041 884 0995

Discover Venice, at reasonable prices and well connected
– in the Mestre district, you will sleep comfortably, with
good access to local transport. A pretty design lobby,
24/7 service and free Wi-Fi are assured! In addition, we
have tabletop football, co-working spaces, and much
more. Your modern room awaits with its own bathroom
and everything you need. Restaurants, cafés, and shops
are in very close proximity, and the island is just 15
minutes away by train.
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Amsterdam

a&o Amsterdam Zuidoost

The city of tulips and bikes is a big city in a small space. International flair, great museums, and fantastic

This a&o is situated at only a two-minutes walk from the

nightlife – welcome to Amsterdam! The best way to explore the city is to hire a bike from us and go exploring at your

metro station; you can reach the Old Town and all the

own pace. The Rijksmuseum, with its huge collection of paintings and objects, is housed in an impressive building

sights in just a few stops. With 353 single, double, and

that’s a work of art unto itself. Almost right next door you can appreciate some modern and contemporary art at

family rooms as well as multi-bed dorms, there’s ample

the Stedelijk Museum, or admire the masterpieces at the Van Gogh Museum. The perfect spot to go shopping is

space for you and your entire football team. To the left,

certainly the Haarlemmerdijk and Haarlemmerstraat: it has something for everyone – from vintage fashion items

you will see the Johan Cruyff ArenA, the largest sports

to designer pieces.

venue in the Netherlands; on the right, tranquil Nelson

Hogehilweg 22, NL-1101 CD Amsterdam | Reservation center: +31 20 258 9100

Mandela Park. The cosy lounge with snack bar, tabletop
football and billiards is the best place to spend some time
with people from all over the world.
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Warsaw

a&o Warsaw Wola

Nostalgic streetlights, carved wooden doors, swinging shop signs – a stroll through the alleys of Warsaw’s Old

Great comfort and design at low rates: our a&o Warsaw

Town almost feels like a trip to the past. The Market Square with its many restaurants and cafés invites you to stop

Wola offers 199 single, double, family, and multi-bed

for a cup of tea and enjoy Polish specialties. After shopping for souvenirs, you can marvel at the gorgeous palaces

dorm rooms with a total of 650 beds – plenty of space

and museums. Some of the most beautiful churches in Warsaw can be found in the New Town. Parks such as the

for you and all your friends, family, or co-workers. This

Saxon Garden and Łazienki Park, as well as the Vistula river provide ample opportunities to relax. To the west of

place is more than just a central location. Our mission is

the city center, in the Wola district, our a&o location is waiting to be discovered by you. From here, it only takes 10

to make sure that every traveller feels right at home with

minutes to reach all of Warsaw’s major attractions. Very quick and convenient – just enough time to chow down

us: That’s why we offer 24/7 service with a snack bar,

on a tasty zapiekanka!

guest kitchen and a laundry, as well as parking spaces.

Kasprzaka 18/20, PL-01-211 Warsaw | Reservation center: +48 22 524 4160

For entertainment, we’ve got tabletop football, billiards,
free Wi-Fi and much more.
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| Warsaw

24/7-Service

e-Car Charging

Free Wi-Fi

a&o Lounge

Tickets

Bar

Lockers

Kids’ Corner

ATM

Conference room

Guest kitchen

Co-working space

Laundry

Parking

Rental bike

Bus parking

Tabletop football

Bike garage

Billiard

Single room

Book swap

Double room

Karaoke

Family room

Volleyball

Dorm

Snacks

Air installation

Mini soccer area

Buggies

booking@aohostels.com | groups@aohostels.com (from 10 pers.)

a&o Warsaw Wola |
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There for you – 24/7
Make a reservation
You can reach us any day, any time.
All e-mails will be answered within 24 hours.

+49 30 80 947 5110			
+49 30 80 947 1212
Contact for bookings up to 9 persons:

booking@aohostels.com
Contact for bookings of 10 persons or more:

groups@aohostels.com
Contact of our International Sales Team:

sales-international@aohostels.com

Contact of our German-speaking Sales Team:

sales-dach@aohostels.com

Corporate guests contact us at:

corporate@aohostels.com

a&o hostels Marketing GmbH
Adalbertstraße 50
D-10179 Berlin
aohostels.com
Edition 02/2020
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